
ZIRCON
Hardness : 7.5
Gemological Properties- Zircon is a mineral belonging to the group of 
nesosilicates. It is the source of zirconium oxide, one of the most refractory 
materials known. Zircon is often confused with Cubic Zirconia. Cubic Zirconia, 
a synthetic, inexpensive Diamond simulant, resembles colorless Zircon and 
has a similar sounding name. However, the two are totally separate materials, 
and have no connection with each other. 

Metaphysical Properties: Zircon is a stone of purity and innocence. It 
balances the emotions and enhances self esteem and unity. Was used as an 
amulet by travellers to protect against accident and injury on the journey. It was 
also used to stop the wearer from being stuck by lightening. Hindu poets tell of 
the Kalpa Tree, the ultimate gift to the gods, which was a glowing tree covered 
with gemstone fruit with leaves of zircon. In the middle ages, zircon was said to 
aid sleep, bring prosperity, and promote honor and wisdom in its owner. 
Corresponding astrological sign : SCORPIO
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